Abstract—This research aims to provide empirical evidence about the contribution of asymmetric information, institutional ownership, bank size and earning management to cost of fund. This research was conducted using a population of Indonesia Government Banks period 2010 until 2016. Samples was selected based in the following criteria do not do corporate action such as merger and acquisition. Data analysis was conducted for four of Indonesia Government Banks. The results provide empirical evidence that: (1) Asymmetric Information, Institutional Ownership and Bank Size did not have contribution to Earning Management, (2) Earning management did not have contribution to Cost of Fund. The implication of this research is the mechanism of cost of fund in Indonesia Government Banks are strongly affected by the economic stabilization, interbank competition and bank efficiency in using IT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bank as financial institution are reguled by government regulations. Based on Indonesia Bank Regulation numbers 10 of 1998, one of the duties of the bank are collect and distribute the funds from the public [1]. Bank need to achive market efficiency so there are no asymmetric information between bank and the funder/investor. Financial statement is used for the funder to evaluate the bank performance. Earning always the center point for the investor to ensure that manager have run their role.

The size of the banks can be seen from the total assets, banks that have a large asset are the government banks. The largest shareholding of a Government Bank owned by the Government of Republic of Indonesia, it is 60% of the total outstanding shares. With the existence of institutional ownership can serve as monitoring agent. The size of the larger banks can increase the complexity of the information; this will provide management opportunities to do earnings management practice.

Bank transparency in financial reporting has been regulated in Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK) Regulation Number 32 of 2016, since disclosure in the financial statements is considered important to maintain customer trust [2]. Third Party Fund (DPK) is the largest source of funding owned by banks; therefore banks need to develop a funding strategy that can balance the funding needs and the distribution of these funds later. Failure in determining funding will affect the bank’s liquidity.

In addition to maintaining liquidity, bank also need to take into account the cost of funds to be paid later on funds entrusted to customers. Both come from third party funds and shares traded on the securities market.

The cost of funds increases if the funds collected by the bank are sourced from funds at high cost, this can happen if the customer assesses the risks arising from information submitted by the bank. Submission of financial information is critical to improving customer trust in the bank, while the practice of earnings management itself is still considered less open in reporting its performance due to certain motives.

This study was conducted to obtain empirical answers to the contribution of asymmetric information, institutional ownership and bank size to earnings management and earning management contribution to the cost of funds at Government Banks in Indonesia.

II. THE ANTECEDENT OF EARNING MANAGEMENT

Earning management began to be introduced by Watts and Zimmerman in 1978, they found that manager’s behavior to manipulate their earning was to maximize the value of the company [3].

Akerlof in 1970 is the first one to come up with the concept of asymmetric information between agent and principal [4], through from this theory we know the reason manager get the opportunity to do earning manipulation. And also because of the agency theory that explain about the differences the goals between agent and principal [5].

Earning management can not be interpreted as a negative action since it does not solely concern with earning manipulation [6]. Based on the previous research about earning management through in some evidence in different country, asymmetric information, ownership structure, business risk, size of company, corporate governance, are the factors that effect on earning management [7];[8];[9];[10];[11].
In banking sector the practice of earning management also find in some research, and bank have a different regulation and characteristic of business. Bank use earning management aggressively during the financial crisis to cover their bank’s performance [12]. Loan loss provisions is used for earning management practice by the manager, this indicates that the reported earnings may not reflect the true economic reality [13]. Dong, Liu and Hu (2012) provides evidence for relation of bank loan loss provisions and capital adequacy ratio in China’s commercial banks [14].

Bank need to take care of their capital adequacy ratio (CAR) to obey the government regulation. Besides that bank also need to increase their profitability and show bank in good performance. Bank use loan loss provision (LLP) as tool of earning management, but use LLP will give some long term impact. Increasing LLP would improve the bank’s CAR but would also cause reported earning to be lower, this will decrease investor perception on bank performance [13].

Earning management cause higher risk for bank, the income smoothing effect can help managers to meet expectations, but expose banks to higher future risks [15]. If investor find the hidden risk it will cause higher return for their funding. Bank will pay high cost of funding to their investor, and it will reduce their profit.

The study of cost of fund have started by Watson in 1978 when the management of Franklin National fail to estimated bank cost of fund, historical average cost could not able to give the right estimation for the bank to assessed cost of fund that must paid. From that study there was the method for estimated cost of fund, marginal cost [16]. Capital structure was selected by bank also effected the cost of fund.

Bank cost of fund is reflected by competitive loan market, the loan interest rate that charged to the borrower and the risk characteristics of borrower [17]. Official Cash Rate (OCR) as regulatory changes had impact for cost of funding banks. Banks can found stable sources of funding during the crisis because of the OCR [18].

The credit worthiness institution, return of market value and level and quality of capital [19], reflected the change of funding cost in bank. Funding cost affected for monetary and financial stability [20].

It is important to bank to use cost of fund because of the ability to increase profit and protect the bank health. That’s why as the decision maker, manager must do their important role to keep the bank perform. Earning management affected cost of fund bank and manager used their ability to manipulate earning through of marginal cost of debt. It shows that bank must equalize their present benefits and their future costs [21].

III. PLATFORM DESIGN IDEAS

A. The contribution of asymmetric information to earning management

Bank management earn authority from shareholder to manage the bank, if they manage well the bank so they can increase their profit. Profitability is one of the indicator to assess management performance. In other side manager have their desire to optimization their wealthy. When there is an asymmetric information between manager and principal, it will be a gap for manager to do earning management. High asymmetric information in the company will make manager do earning management aggressively [22].

B. The contribution of institutional ownership to earning management

Institutional ownership of government banks are the highest one in Asia, it make disruption of inefficiency market. It can be monitoring agents at the bank, which may lead to reduce earning management practice. Majority shareholder in crisis Korea make them aware of earning management practice [23]. Consistent with the research, Greco explain that increasing of institutional ownership participation can be the monitoring tool for earning management [24].

C. The contribution of bank size to earning management

Government banks have largest asset among Indonesian commercial banks, it cause conflict of interest from government intervention of bank decisions. The allocation of bank asset is closely related of bank liquidity which the substantial portion of assets allocated as credit loans.

Earnings maximization is a demand that must be fulfilled by management, either for stakeholders, shareholder, customers, depositors or the public. Profit becomes a performance indicator of the bank, thus forcing management to be able to optimize the fund it hasand to complying with the regulations from the Central Bank.

D. The contribution of earning management to cost of fund

Bank as financial institution which based on the trust of their customers, that’s why bank must be measured by using the CAR as the regulation for bank health. Based on Bank Indonesia’s regulation number 14/18/PBI/2012 bank must have 8% minimum of their CAR [25].

The calculation of cost of fund is important because it is used as one of the considerations for bank to determining the interest rate. The lower of interest rate which paid to the customer, the chance for bank in optimizing the effectiveness of its business will be higher. Bank management use earning management not only to show a good performance but also to fulfil stakeholders expectation [21].
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**Fig. 1 Platform design ideas**

Fig. 1 displays this platform design ideas of this research, we want to know the contribution of asymmetric information, institutional ownership and size of bank to earning management and also want to know the contribution of earning management to cost of fund. This research use regression model to answer that questions.

**IV. THE CONTENTS OF PLATFORM CONSTRUCTION**

A. The Sample

The sample of this research are four Indonesia government banks in period 2010 until 2016. The criteria proposed by researcher are Indonesia government banks, who did not do corporate action are mergers and acquisitions during the observation period 2010 to 2016.

B. Construct Regression Model

**TABLE 1. REGRESSION MODEL 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-7.879</td>
<td>3.686</td>
<td>-2.137</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-0.288</td>
<td>-0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td>1.919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>1.165</td>
<td>2.222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Tab. 1, regression model 1 this research is

$$\text{EM} = -7.879 - 0.022 \text{AI} + 0.010 \text{IO} + 0.165 \text{SIZE}$$

(1)

**TABLE 2. REGRESSION MODEL 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-4.497</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>-31.544</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And based on Tab. 2, regression model 2 of this research is

$$\text{COF} = -4.497 + 0.123 \text{EM}$$

(2)

C. Discussion of contribution of asymmetric information to earning management

Indonesia government banks are one of financial institution who regulated by the government. They must show and inform their performance to the public and stakeholder with transparency and accountability as a form of implementation of good corporate governance (GCG). In theory, the disclosure of information by the management can be the signals to suppress the practice of earning management by the company, but in Indonesia government bank the opposite thing happened. There is no contribution of asymmetric information to earning management.

The overall economy of Indonesia during 2010 until 2016 was in good condition, it showed by the inflation can be held according to the government target and the Rupiah exchange rate also tend to be stable, it also felt especially for banking sector. Although the overall performance of bank has increased as the impact of a stable economy and Third Party Fund (DPK) that can be collected by Indonesia government banks increased, but the growth of credit is still low. The BI Rate that is expected to reduce the interest rate of lending rate it has not been able to become a reference of commercial bank in Indonesia, because they are still pegged on the FED.

Global economic considerations that are still unstable and the number of foreign funds invested in Indonesia government banks force management to implement various policies to show good performance as the public and stakeholders expectation.

D. Discussion of contribution of institutional ownership to earning management

The shareholding of Indonesia government banks, were originally intended for economic and social purposes. Market competition becomes unbalanced due to government intervention in Indonesia government banks. The performances of the banks were not optimal and since the crisis in 1997 the commercial bank lost public trust and caused declining of bank performance.

To improve the performance bank, the government sold some shares to the public including to foreign investors. The impact of this privatization is the bank becomes more competitive and able to reduce the centralization of ownership by one particular party. Not only do privatization, some banks must also be merged or acquired by the other banks, including Mandiri Bank. Merger companies do earning management two
years during the companies merged until three to five years after merger. The declining shareholding by the government does not increase or decrease the earning management action; this is because the Indonesia government with Bank Indonesia makes a same regulation for all commercial bank. Indonesia government banks must maintain their performance and public trust.

E. Discussion of contribution of bank size to earning management

Bank size is measured by total all the assets bank. Among commercial banks in Indonesia, Indonesia government banks have considerable assets. One of them is Bank Mandiri as the bank with largest asset in Indonesia. The complexity of information in large company higher, this result of this study indicate that bank size has no effect on earning management practices.

Companies with large size tend to be public concerns rather than small companies; this encourages companies to apply better quality of GCG [26]. Likewise with Indonesia government banks since the share owned by public, they must apply GCG and increase public trusted. One of the function of GCG is balancing the authority between stakeholders and shareholders including Directors and Managers in controlling and limiting the emergence of faulty management of corporate resources and misuse of assets. With good transparency and accountability, the corporate culture will lead to awareness of good behavior as a form of corporate responsibility to stakeholders and the public.

F. Discussion of contribution of earning management to cost of fund

The existence of IFRS implementation also reduces the opportunity for management in earnings management [27]. The earnings management behavior undertaken by management can be through higher LLP [28] in the assessment element and through the recognition of the realization time of the advantages and disadvantages of the securities [29]. With increasingly stringent rules in financial instruments that are also required by OJK in OJK regulation number 32 of 2016 concerning bank liabilities in transparency and publication of bank statements, limits earnings management behavior.

Earnings management has not been proven to contribute to the determination of COF in Indonesia government banks. The banking costumers do not consider earnings management as a consideration in the amount of income on the funds they entrust to the bank. The amount of COF that the bank must pay to the customers is influenced by the interest rate paid, the portfolio composition of the fund source, the mandatory minimum reserve requirement, the service cost, the tax on interest and the level of efficiency [30].

Factors that must be considered by banks in optimizing profits through the determination of interest rates both for lending and funding are factors of profitability, liquidity and risk [31]. The funding source of Indonesia government banks are still dominated by Third Party Funds (DPK), so the banks must be able to provide the best offer to be able to attract new customers and also retain old customers. The calculation of cost of funds will assist banks in determining the Basic Interest Rate of Credit (SBDK), therefore the bank is also required to be more efficient in conducting its operational activities.

V. CONCLUSION

Firstly, there are no contribution of asymmetric information, institutional ownership and bank size to earning management in Indonesia government banks during 2010 to 2016. The economic stabilization and the regulation from government with Bank Indonesia can increased the bank transparency and accountability.

Secondly, there is no contribution of earning management to cost of fund in Indonesia government banks during 2010 to 2016. One of the factors used in determination of cost of fund is the level of efficiency. Bank can reach the level of efficiency by optimization of IT.
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